WIFI-UNIPA-WPA CONFIGURATION ON ANDROID 2.1

Prerequisites:

For students: the username can be found once you access the student portal (http://studenti.unipa.it), while the password is the one you use to log in.

For teachers, technical and administrative staff: valid username and password of the username@unipa.it type and its password.

For external users: username of the username@wifi.unipa.it and its password communicated once you have completed the form on http://www.unipa.it/wifi.

Instructions:

Enter the phone settings menu and select the Wireless Controls menu.

Make sure your Wi-Fi connection is active (as in the picture) and then select Wi-Fi Settings.
In the next menu scroll down to the end and select **Add Wi-Fi network**.
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Type ‘**wifi-unipa-wpa**’ in the SSID field network (as in the picture), select protection method **802.1x EAP**, **PEAP** as EAP method and click **save**.
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Saved the previous configurations, we will back to the previous menu with the list of configured wireless networks.

Keeping clicked for a few seconds the **wifi-unipa-wpa** network will give us the ability to modify it.
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In the following edit screen, select **MSCHAPV2** as **Step 2 Authentication method**, leave unspecified **CA Certificate** and **User Certificate**.

As last step enter the username (for instance, name.surname1234@studenti.unipa.it or name.surname@unipa.it) in the **Identity field** and the corresponding password in the **Password field**.

Done this just click on connect and your mobile phone will connect to the network. Then the connection will be automatic without having to configure nothing.

In case of difficulties:
- Recheck the settings (especially take care to select or deselect as shown in all boxes)
- Update the operating system and the driver of your wireless network card.
- Remember that the IP address must be set **dynamically**.
- Before requesting assistance, check the Wifi FAQs.
- Verify that your credentials are active by entering them on the following website: [https://cas.unipa.it/sso/login](https://cas.unipa.it/sso/login) and if you can not access contact [autenticazione-support@unipa.it](mailto:autenticazione-support@unipa.it)

http://www.unipa.it/wifi

For any communication send your email to: [wifi-support@unipa.it](mailto:wifi-support@unipa.it)